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PURPOSE OF THE STSM:
(max.200 words)
The Gas Hydrate Stability Zone (GHSZ) occurs in a set of basins of the western Irish Atlantic margin, where the
presence of active petroleum systems has been documented by the energy industry. Additionally there is
evidence of fluid flow/leakage from deeper reservoirs. Widespread Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSR) have
not been identified in the Irish basins, a reason for this could be that the seismic data available to us was
processed with a focus to better identify deeper structural and stratigraphic geological traps that could have
resulted in obliteration of shallower acoustic structure. With this in mind, the seismic data has to be reprocessed with the aim of delineating gas hydrates and free gas zones in the Rockall Basin.
The objective of this STSM was to re-process the recently acquired high-resolution 2D multichannel seismic
data in order to recognise a possible BSR or shallow gas accumulation beneath the calculated base of HSZ in
the Rockall Basin, where the calculated GHSZ is approximately 500-700 m below the seafloor. This contributes
directly to the primary objectives of Working Group 1 in MIGRATE, i.e., screen available geophysical dataset to
detect gas hydrate occurrences, using geophysical processing and interpretation techniques.
DESCRIPTION OF WORK CARRIED OUT DURING THE STSMS
(max.500 words)
A specific area was selected in the seismic dataset (as the file size is very large - 48GB) before importing the
SGY file in the Paradigm Echos software which operates in Redhat Linux OS. This was done by converting the
SGY file into SU (seismic unix) format, selecting the area: 1473 – 2306 shotpoint, and thereafter again
converting it back to SGY file. The SGY file was then imported into Echos Paradigm software. Geometry
assignment is clearly one of the most important aspects of processing of seismic data. This includes assigning
the exact shot and receiver positions, the number of channels, and other basic information, some of which are
in the data acquisition report, and some needs to be calculated. The navigation file was already in the SGY file,
which solved some of the problem of geometry assignment.
Some of the important steps followed during the processing of the data are mentioned below:
While using the MARINE module, we define parameters such as, sample rate, number of shots on the line,
number of channels per shot, near trace offset, group interval, shot interval, starting shot sequence number (as
we cropped the original data). Here we calculated the shot interval making use of Pythagoras theorem, and the
two co-ordinates between two consecutive shots. We also calculate the water velocity (not considering the
velocity provided in the acquisition report), from consecutive shot gathers and then taking an average, which
is around 1470 m/s. Multiplying the first arrival time with this velocity we calculated the near offset to be 200
in this case.
We use the GEOMETRY module to get the field geometry output. Here we use the HRDMATH module within an
“if—elseif” loop to find dead traces, flag and store them in the trace header to eventually recall this information
later.

The next module we used is NEAR TRACE: The field geometry file is used as an input here, and it is important
to check if the first and last record number is correct. Otherwise it has to be reset using “select data”.
We pick the water bottom using the interactive window and save it as an attribute, before doing the velocity
analysis.
The first instance of velocity analysis was done using HEADPUT (trace header modification – defining the
picked water bottom), HDRMATH (header value calculation – substract a constant from trace header), FILTER
(defining a band pass filter, Figures 1 and 2), AGC (defining length of AGC gate – 500), MUTE (using ramp
length of 20), VELDEF (defining the picked water bottom and water velocity). During the first velocity analysis,
the output from the field geometry was used as an input.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED
(max.500 words)
There were several instances when we had to repeat the processing steps of water bottom picking, calculate
the near offset and water velocity, and apply these again to the Near Trace and Velocity Analysis. The CDP
stack which was the result of the first velocity analysis was not of good quality, hence we decided to apply
Mute (to remove the refraction data), and then also apply Deconvolution, before doing the velocity analysis for
the second time.
We did not remove the refraction part in the data while doing the first instance of velocity picking. Hence, we
created another module to apply Mute and NMO, in order to get rid of the refraction waves. The NMO reads the
velocity from the predefined velocity function created during the first velocity analysis.
We define a new module for the Deconvolution, input being the field geometry file, and we change the order to
“shot-channel”. We add a GAIN for Spherical Divergence Correction. Thereafter, we add DECONA module,
where we define the shot and channels as primary and secondary key values (1473-2306 and 1-804 in this
case), predictive deconvolution parameters such as – operator length (40 sample points), gap length (14 ms),
% of white noise (0.1), and finally fill in the design gate and application gate values. Firstly, we do it for two
shots, and then apply for the rest of the shots.
While picking the velocity, using supergather CDP stack (Figure 3), we faced minor challenges due to software
bugs, which were automatically picking velocities specially near the water-bottom/seafloor. This resulted in
erroneous interval velocities (Figures 4 and 5), which we corrected going back to the CDPs in the velocity
picking interactive window, and then updating the edited velocity picks.
We compared the two sets of stack gather, with and without the use of deconvolution to observe substantial
improvement in the shallow parts of the seismic line. A comparison of the final results is shown in Figure 6.
We observe interval velocity anomalies at the following zones, which needs further detailed investigation:
1) Low velocity at the base of the mass transport deposits, which is known as the basal shear zone.
2) In two deeper depths (time), for instance at CDP 4685, at times 3756ms and 4518ms, we observe a
lower interval velocity. We are not sure about the cause of this drop in velocity, however, it might
attribute due to gas occurrences beneath the gas hydrate stability zone.
3) Increase in velocity at the lateral events observed beyond 5.0 to 5.5 seconds, which are due to the
igneous intrusions. The stack without the deconvolution seems to resolve the deeper igneous
intrusions.
FUTURE COLLABORATIONS
After receiving the valuable training on seismic processing at OGS, Srikumar Roy plans to continue this
research work once he reaches Dublin. He has asked for an academic license for Paradigm software as well.
Two major research objectives are to be investigated in collaboration with researchers based at OGS (Giuseppe
Brancatelli, Michela Giustiniani, and Umberta Tinivella):
1) study of trapped gas beneath the calculated base of HSZ, and detect presence of gas hydrates in parts of
Rockall Trough in Ireland, as well as to do True Amplitude Analysis and AVO on selected areas where we
observe gas chimneys emanating from igneous intrusions. This will help us to estimate gas content, and
thereby we can also investigate the origin of gas
2) study of trapped fluids/gas at the basal shear zone of the mass transport deposits (Rockall Bank Mass Flow
– RBMF and Donegal Barra Fan - DBF) in the northern part of Rockall Trough.
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Figure 1: Using spectral analysis filter we can visualize the frequency range of dataset, and then
choose the band pass filter to eliminate the low frequency noise.

Figure 2: Low frequency noise eliminated after applying band pass filter.

Figure 3: Velocity picking using CDP supergather stacks, showing the interval velocity.
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Figure 4: Stacked RMS velocity showing error in velocity picking (left).

Figure 5: Interval velocity showing error in velocity picking on the right and shallow time intervals
beneath the sea surface.

Figure 6 : Final results Comparison of final stacked section: without (left) and with predictive
deconvolution (right) used as input to velocity analysis. We clearly see better imaging of the reflectors
in the image on the right hand side.
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